Summer Fire Outlook

*Wildland fire weather is as only reliable as the humans that recreate in them.*
Weekly Regional Fire Risk

This graphic represents peak fire risk for the next seven days. Risk peaks in the latter part of the week, beginning Monday.

*Wildland fire weather is as only reliable as the humans that recreate in them.*
Southern Idaho Short Term Fire Outlook

*Wildland fire weather is as only reliable as the humans that recreate in them.*

*Please note Southern Idaho is the top section of the geographical area. Nevada and Utah are the lower section.*
Current Idaho Fire Activity

- Most recent fires have been caused by lightening from afternoon thunderstorms.

*Wildland fire weather is as only reliable as the humans that recreate in them.*
Current Montana Fire Activity

- Current as of distribution
- Please note most of the fires on this graphic are in Idaho

*Wildland fire weather is as only reliable as the humans that recreate in them.*